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Most people know what it means to fall in love. And what happens when that ends well, leading to
a life partner relationship. But also what happens when that ends badly, leading to a broken heart
and shattered dreams. Hollywood cranks out love films on a routine basis, ranging from serious
dramas to frivolous comedies, from art house fare to popcorn flicks and everything in between.
And if you turn on the radio, love is in the air - or it just crashed and burned.

Falling in love has gotten a bad rap, and not just lately. Love poems in ancient Rome usually
dealt with the painful side or romance, while Erato (love poetry) in ancient Greece often described
the plights of star-crossed lovers pleading with the gods for a happy outcome of their misfortunes
in love.

But what went wrong? Why does falling in love, for better or for worse, come to an end? Is this
just a trick of nature, a hormonal cocktail that makes us drunk with love to ensure propagation
of the species? Or have we all been tricked into believing that something which feels so good
from the start, cannot last for long? Why does something that seems so right at the beginning,
often turn out so wrong in the end? Or become something that is only remembered once a year
by couples, often reluctantly or just dutifully, on Valentine's Day?

Don't look to psychology for answers here, for you will only be disappointed or worse,
disheartened. As one definition goes, falling in love is the projection of one's idealized self-image
onto another person. Simply said, you feel great when you're in love because you're bringing
out the best in yourself. That sounds innocent enough, but psychology wouldn't be psychology
if this was not given a label or interpreted as some form of aberration or pathology.

Dissecting frogs will not explain why frogs sit on lily pads (which is not, by the way, "because
they can't stand on them" or "because they can't afford a couch", according to Yahoo Answers).
In the same way as analysing love on the therapist's couch will not explain why women kiss frogs
in the hope of finding their prince. Or why princes turn into frogs after years of marriage.
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Falling in love is not a form of inverted narcissism in which, like a mirror, a person projects their
ideal image of themselves onto someone and then proceeds to love them because of what they
see of themselves in the other person. And neither is projection of an idealized self-image onto
the object of one's affections something typical of manic depressives, as some sources suggest.
Even if you turn to transpersonal psychology or psychospiritual teachers such as A.H. Almaas for
answers, you won't be much the wiser for doing so. Context determines meaning, as the dictum
goes, so however astute someone's perceptions may be, their frame of reference for discussing
love determines the meaning this is given. Almaas describes in the following excerpts two of
several types of projection and the way these relate to falling in love:

"We see here that we not only project our superego outside, we also project our Essence. We
tend to see what is best in us outside. That doesn’t happen all the time, of course, but it usually
happens when you are in love… People fall in love because if they begin to expand, they start to
get close to their Essence; then the unconscious, the personality, gets in the way. It is threatened
by getting close to Essence. So you project your Essence outside onto someone else and fall in
love with it. What this means is that you still cannot tolerate your own expansion. If you recall
back to when you fell in love, it was at the height of some time of feeling good, of expansion.
Suddenly, the right person shows up, and you're in love." (Diamond Heart Book I, p. 121)
"Positive projection happens when you start becoming more and more aware of your true nature,
your Essence. Before this happens, what you know best is your personality, and that’s what you
project. After a while, when you start to experience your value, your love, your essential self,
your compassion, you begin to project these qualities. All kinds of issues will arise from the
unconscious then, barriers against experiencing Essence, which will make you want to project
it outside. It’s the same process as falling in love, except that now the expansion is coming from
the intentional work." (Diamond Heart Book I, p. 122)
But what is 'falling in love' exactly? And regardless of the psychodynamics involved, do we have
any control over this? Do we even want... control over this? Ask any teenager who's fallen in love
for the first time and they'll look at you completely baffled. Do you really think you can 'talk sense'
into their heads when they're obviously more happy than you are? And those octogenarian
lovebirds who met in the nursing home and just can't keep their hands off each other: do you
really believe their behaviour is the 'onset of dementia'? Who is happier: them or you?
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Falling in love is about many things, but it is most certainly not about 'being blind', 'going crazy'
or 'losing control'. These are merely descriptors that compare the experience of being in love
to our normal, everyday experience of ourselves, life and our relationships with others. But is
our everyday experience the right norm against which other experiences should be measured?
Is the lack of... happiness, joy, creativity, inspiration, passion, purpose and fulfilment what we
really should content ourselves with? Is that what life is all about? Is that what love is really about?
When we fall in love, we do not become 'blind' to ordinary, everyday reality. Our eyes are opened
to a fuller, much richer reality than we are normally capable of perceiving. Our hearts are filled
with love, and we see the world through the eyes of love.

Ordinary reality is like watching a 3D movie but without the right glasses to experience life more
fully, to engage our senses more completely and to be more present in the moment. Being in love
gives us the ability to see things with greater dimensionality and depth of perception. It also gives
us a heightened sense of purpose and meaning. Love does not make life less real in any way at
all; it actually makes life more real. And much more pleasurable. Even the popcorn tastes better
when you watch a 3D movie with the right glasses!

"Going crazy" is also a misnomer of the worst sort when used to describe the process of falling
in love. The prescription for going crazy is deceptively simple, and remarkably effective at the
same time: deny, disown and disconnect. Deny who and what we really are, disown ourselves
from our birthright to a happy and fulfilled life, and disconnect from our potential to achieve this.
Take as prescribed and voilà, we go crazy!

The question to ask ourselves is: will we become happy, by doing the above? No, most certainly
not. Will we become happy by falling in love? Think back to when you were in love, or look at any
couple who are radiant in each other's presence, for the answer.

Falling in love is the exact opposite of "going crazy" as described above. We accept who and
what we are deep within ourselves, rather than denying this. We claim our birthright to happiness,
instead of disowning this. And we connect with our inner resources in order to realize the life we
want, rather than disconnecting from this. "Crazy"? This is the most sane and sensible thing we
could ever do in life!
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Falling in love cannot be made to happen, however. There is no prescription for this, no Love
Potion Number 9 or secret code to be cracked, unlocking the vault to happiness, success and
fulfillment in love. Beware of the Madame Rue's and success guru's of this world who would have
you believe otherwise!

And at a very high price for something that is, in fact, a gift. A benefaction, a blessing, a bounty
given freely and meant to be shared freely. The gift of love comes packaged in ribbons and bows,
and if you are fortunate enough to be the receiver of this gift, the sender remains unknown,
however. Similar to an anonymous Valentine's card, but in this case a love that is infinitely
greater, more powerful and enduring than anything you could expect from your not-so-secret
admirer.
It is only by opening this gift and allowing ourselves to experience the different phases and
stages of love, starting with the ribbons and bows, with falling in love, that we get a glimpse
of the sender. And this is not your partner or companion in love. And neither is it a projection
from you or the other person, or some other mere psychological mechanism. Open the present
and you'll find out for yourself. You might be thrown for a loop or two in the beginning, but you'll
bounce back soon enough if you keep your heart open. And the box as well.

If things are sounding too mysterious at this point, or if this is too much hearts and flowers for
your taste, remember that being in love, especially during the first few months, is all about
romance, courtship, wooing and being wooed. Tripping over your heels while walking down
the red carpet of love, or falling off your white horse while slaying a dragon or two comes later.
For the time being, the sun shines brightly, magic is afoot and mischief waits its turn, hiding in the
shadows of our unconscious.
So why does all of that change? What happened to endlessly staring into each other's eyes
over candlelight dinner while the food got cold? To talking until deep into the night about
everything and nothing, sharing life experiences, dreams for the future, fantasies, secrets and
fears? And sometimes tears - not from sadness, but from joy and an overwhelming sense of
gratefulness for the deep connection experienced. Two lovers locked in each other's embrace,
becoming one. Two hearts, beating as one. Two souls, united as one.
What happened was... we fell in love and became one. Or so it seemed at the time. We fell all
the way up to cloud nine, and besides the breathtaking view we had from there, we were very
much into each other. But when things got a little too close for comfort, when our cloud became a
xx
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little too fluffy and was in danger of breaking up, we fell back down to earth and... broke up.
Or we agreed that being in love was great while it lasted, but now it was time to... grow up.
Mature adults don't kiss and hold hands all the time, right? Enough pie-in-the-sky, it's time to
settle down now, don't you think?
Whether we decide to break up or to grow up, in both cases it's the death knell of romantic love
as we knew it. Just as the marriage bell rings in a deeper level of commitment but rings out the
end of romance if we are not careful. Common law marriage or cohabitation of any sort can do
the same; taking vows during a civil or church wedding makes no difference in this respect.
A licence is not required to kill romance. Too much familiarity, like too little personal space in a
relationship, can accomplish this with deadly accuracy.
What happens when we fall out of love with another person is that we didn't fall high enough
in love in the first place. Things got too comfy on cloud nine, too familiar, and when it became
time to take things to the next level, we fell off instead. Cloud nine, as it turns out, was not high
enough to escape the pull of earth's gravity - our own ego.

We could have gone higher, but that would have meant getting closer to our Essence. Like the
sun in the solar system and the earth at its core, our Essence is the center of our being. It is our
own core. And things get very hot close to the sun and at the center of the earth. Just as it does
for our ego, the more aware we become of our core and the closer we move toward it.

As A.H. Almaas pointed out, the ego is threatened by this and will do everything in its power
to prevent us from discovering our true nature. How? Through fear. It's safe to dream about
flying, but what will happen to us if we build ourselves a set of wings and jump off a cliff?
Even if we don't plummet straightway to the rocks below, won't we burn our wings when we get
too close to the sun, like Icarus, and go down in flames? Love tells us something very different:
Jump off the cliff... you will grow wings on the way down.

Falling in love with another person is a dangerous proposition for our ego; hence the frenzied
efforts of the ego to resist opening ourselves up to love. Merging with another person, the
process of becoming one by giving ourselves up to love, is an even deadlier proposal for our ego.
Two lovers becoming one, hearts uniting in love etc. makes for good poetry, but it makes for bad
drama if we give in to fear and allow our resistance to get in the way. Merging with our own core
is the most frightening prospect of all for our ego; count on stormy weather ahead.
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Why does our ego put up such a battle? Wouldn't you, if your life was at stake? Thank God you
are not your ego! And if case you haven't realized this yet, it's time you did. This can mean the
difference between a lifetime of struggling to overcome your false concepts of self, and a life in
which you realize who you truly are and are living the life you are meant to live.
An acronym for the ego that is worth remembering is the following:
EGO: Edging God Out

This is as good a job description as you will find, describing what the ego actually does and how
it goes about doing this. We need to make sure, however, that our ego does not succeed in
accomplishing this. Even if you don't believe in God, the prospect of the ego being in charge is,
at best, your worst nightmare. Don't let this happen to you!
Knowing your true nature makes the difference between living in fear and living in love. Between
living in the dark, interpreting shadows through the dark glasses of the ego, and living in the light,
seeing things as they truly are through the eyes of love. How would you rather live?

It's not difficult to fall in love with someone and experience an expanded state of awareness for a
while, or a deep sense of connection with another person when you're in love. And it's temptingly
easy to move away from our core when the ego is pulling us back outwards, fighting for its
survival.
What is challenging, and what requires our ongoing and focused attention, is allowing love to
merge us with our own core, and not doing this by proxy through the other person. That never
works and only causes the relationship to prematurely end.

What does that mean in actual practice? Open yourself as fully as you can to love - but do not
lose yourself to fear. Be mindful of what is going on inside you, and be especially aware of
the way in which the ego attempts to close your heart and abort the process. Stay focused,
fully engaged and present to the experience of love.

Why is this so important? Because your ego will come up with all kinds of defensive manoeuvres,
any number of arguments, reasons and rationalizations, in an attempt to make you believe that
it would be better to put an end to things. Fear speaks to us in the language of logic and
reason. Listen instead to the 'still, small voice' within your own heart. And most importantly:
follow the guidance you are given, no matter how big a storm your ego might brew up.
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Carl Jung reminds us: "What you resist, persists. What you fight, you get more of." Putting the
principle of non-resistance into practice will help you not only weather the worst of storms,
but also experience a sense of calm abiding, equilibrium and peace within yourself. With
enough practice, this can be found in the eye of the storm itself.
By opening yourself up to love, you are letting love take you deep inside yourself, moving beyond
the defence mechanisms of your ego, the layers of resistance surrounding your core, into an
awareness of yourself as pure love. This is who and what you are at the center of your being.
If you want to bring out the best in both yourself and the other person, then the best thing you
can do is: relate to the other person from that awareness, from that sense of oneness with love.

When you do this, the experience of love is not anymore about you. Nor is it about the other
person either. In fact, there is no longer any awareness of a giver or a receiver of love. There is
only... love, One Love. Any sense of duality or perception of yourself or the other person as
separate or distinct from this experience of oneness, does not occur at the core of your being.
There is no "you" observing this, no "I" or "them" experiencing this. There is just... love, Pure Love.
You have merged with your core and become one with love.
NON-DUAL LOVE is the term used to define this. However, this cannot be properly described
because language and concepts are based on duality, on normal reality as we know it: a world
of opposites and polarities, light and dark, positive and negative, etc. etc. Words and concepts,
like the thinking processes involved, only make sense within a dualistic framework. This means
that it is possible to experience non-dual love, but that it is not possible to understand this with
our rational mind. A more inclusive, more integral way of representing the experience is required.

That's where the language of dreams, images and symbols comes in. And that's why the greatest
wisdom teachings from the world's religious and spiritual traditions make use of metaphors,
parables and stories to get their message across. And why art, music, poetry and other forms
of creative expression help us not to understand profound truths, but to experience them at a
deeper level of our being. Great art, like great religion and great spirituality, all serve the same
purpose: to roll back the curtain on the universe and reveal what's really going on.
Trying to understand the experience of oneness - whether that be with the person you are in love
with or love itself, with nature or the universe itself, with an object of devotion or the Divine itself is like peering over the edge of the rabbit hole and wondering what you'll find down there.
The only way to find out what Wonderland is like is to take the plunge yourself. If you do, you may
discover, like Alice, that nothing is at it seems to be.
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Falling in love can be like that. We find ourselves attracted to someone, start opening ourselves
up to them, draw closer to them, want to find out what they are like, etc. And then all of a
sudden... we fall for them. Head over heels, we fall at a dizzying speed into something we have
no idea what will do to us (like the magical substances Alice ingests, one making her smaller
and one making her taller), or how we will come out in the end - if indeed we come out at all.
Have we gone mad for doing so? No, Alice is quite sane and remains so throughout her
adventures in Wonderland. The Mad Hatter and his curious cohorts are of course a different
story. Sitting down with them at their very odd tea party can make us question our own sanity,
but soon enough we learn how to handle ourselves in the world of non-ordinary reality.

Non-dual love is as non-ordinary as it gets - but madness it is definitely not. What do great
mystics and great romantics have in common? They both have surrendered themselves, fully
and completely, to love. The difference is that mystics offer themselves up to the Divine, while
romantics give themselves up to the loving embrace of their partner.

But what happens when we open ourselves, fully and completely, to the Divine in our partner?
You guessed it: Divine Love... embodied. The experience of oneness with love becomes palpable.
It is now tangible, tactile, and most importantly: touchable. We can reach out with our arms and
embrace it.
Non-dual love is as great as it gets - but ego-centered it is definitely not. Becoming one with love
only happens when we are centered in our own core, our Essence. And all of this starts with:
falling in love. But all of this ends with: falling out of love.

What started out so great has now crashed on the rocks. We jumped off the cliff, but the wings
we harnessed ourselves into were too heavy and we fell. And not only did our wings get broken,
our hearts did as well - and with it all of our hopes and dreams.

No-one had told us that if we believed enough in love, that if we opened our hearts even more
to love, we wouldn't need wings when we jumped. That it was actually a leap of faith. And that if
we stood at the edge of the precipice looking up and not down, if we trusted and dared to let go,
we would... grow wings on the way down.
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How do people fall out of love? The same way they fell in love, only now by reversing the process.
Instead of opening themselves to love, they start closing down. The degree to which they do
this depends on whether they choose for separation or for maturation - to break up or to grow up,
as discussed above.

This is usually not a conscious or a deliberate decision, however. It is normally done by default,
as a reaction to the resistance their ego experiences. When wonder gives place to familiarity,
romance goes out the window. And when love gives way to fear, the relationship goes in the trash.
('Dumping' someone is a crude but accurate description of the value placed on the other person
as a potential life partner.)
Falling in love has the potential to transform us in a way that nothing else can. Transformation,
however, can only occur when we move out of the comfort zone of our ego. People start falling
out of love when they start feeling too uncomfortable with the new situation. Our ego wants things
to stay the same, the way they were before love came in and rearranged the furniture. We miss
that very worn but very comfy easy chair we had grown so attached to.
Too attached – which is the reason why love gets called in to do a makeover. And a good thing
at that! Because if we sit too long in the seat of our ego, we become almost a part of it,
forgetting who we truly are. And all too soon, the possibility of being transformed by love and
the hope we once had of finding true love, becomes a distant memory, a yellowed love poem
or pressed flower in the book of our lives.

The two basic forces governing our existence as human beings are: love and fear. And the
means by which these occur are: expansion and contraction. (These are also fundamental
laws of physics, determining the way in which the universe works.) Love happens through
expansion and fear through contraction. You don’t need to be a rocket scientist to understand
that both cannot happen at the same time. If they did, the universe as we know it would come to
an end. But this is precisely what happens when love as we know it during the phase of romantic
love comes to an end.

By opening ourselves to love, we expand our awareness of what is possible in life. We get an
acute sense of our potential for happiness and fulfilment, our ability to live with passion, purpose
and power, in a way nothing else can possibly do for us. No amount of career success, financial
prosperity or good health can give us this. And no amount of striving for happiness will ever bring
us closer to experiencing this in our lives. As the saying goes, “There is no way to happiness.
Happiness is the way.” The same can be said about love.
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Our ego lives in fear, believing that it will cease to exist when we open ourselves fully to love.
This is not the case, however. It is a false presumption by the ego and a survival mechanism
that kicks into play when we expand our awareness beyond the domain of the ego. This is like
asking our ego to not only give up its favourite chair, but to move out of its comfort zone
altogether. How would you react to such a proposition? Your answer depends on whether you
believe you are more than just your ego.

And whether you believe in love or not. Not just falling in love and enjoying the romance for
as long as it lasts, but taking things to the next level. Falling off cloud nine is easy to do and
requires no effort on our part. What is demanding, is overcoming resistance and falling upwards
even more, moving beyond the gravitational pull of our ego and coming home to our true self,
our Essence. And that is love, not fear.

Although our ego lives in fear and resists any attempt to change things, the truth is that there
is actually nothing to fear at all. Love is not out to ‘destroy’ the ego. On the contrary, love
welcomes the ego with open arms. Why should the ego not be afraid? Because love is an
inclusive experience - it does not ban or exclude anything from itself. Love includes the ego
in its experience; it does not deny or turn the ego down in any way. Just as light does not
exclude darkness but rather contains within itself the absence of light - which we think of and
refer to as darkness.

How can such a seeming paradox be understood? Not with the mind of logic and reason, and
only partly through paradoxical thinking. More is required for this than duality consciousness,
our normal, day-to-day way of thinking and perceiving reality. This can be thought of as the
operating system of the ego. It does what it’s been programmed to do, but it is incapable of
making sense of non-dual reality or anything more complex than its own way of functioning.

Duality consciousness, for this reason, is what allows fear to keep running in the background of
our awareness, like malware on a computer. We can attempt to remove our fearful thoughts or
replace them with more positive ones, but we can’t let our guard down for a minute knowing that
another attack may be imminent. What we need is a different operating system, one that allows
us to relax and open ourselves fully to love. That’s what non-dual consciousness does for us.
Is our ego some kind of evil programmer that we need to live in fear of? No, not at all. Seen from
a more non-dual perspective, our ego is a useful and necessary instrument which enables us
to catch a fly or two while we’re sitting on our lily pads, basking in the light. Would you really
want to be enlightened, to trade in your lily pad for a lotus blossom and miss out on all the fun
of being - well, not a frog, but - human?
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In our case, we don’t need to be afraid of turning up on a menu in a restaurant somewhere. So
are our fears well-founded, or are we exaggerating matters? Maybe we’re just afraid of fear itself.
Or maybe we’re just afraid of being fully human, of acknowledging our own incompleteness, our
vulnerability and impermanence. That’s what falling in love with another person can do to us.
And that’s why our ego works so frantically to make us fall out of love - the sooner the better as
far as our ego is concerned.

Opening ourselves to love is the best thing we can ever do in our lives. Whether that be with
someone you’ve just met or someone you’ve been involved with for many years, love is the
gift that keeps on giving - both to you and the one you love. But the gift needs to be opened in
order to discover its contents. Impatiently tearing off the wrapping, not allowing yourself to fully
enjoy the process of falling in love in a rush to assess the other person’s worth as a potential life
partner, is depriving yourself of much joy, shared adventure and happy memories for the future.
And not digging deeper into the parcel to find out what love gives you at a deeper level of your
being when you’ve been with someone for years, is depriving both yourself and your partner
of the kind of total and uncompromising fulfillment that can come with the years. But which
only comes when two persons open themselves wholly and completely, unconditionally and
unreservedly, to both love and to each other.

The gift of love is unwrapped layer for layer, phase for phase during the course of the
relationship, each time a couple commits themselves anew to sharing not only their lives
together, but the deepest part of themselves with each other. And in the end, when it appears
that the parcel is empty and there is nothing left to unpack, love gifts itself in the greatest way
imaginable: we experience unconditional love. And now we ourselves become… the gift of love.
A gift that is meant to be shared, freely and generously, with others. If you have been fortunate
enough to be the recipient of unconditional love, whether that be from a parent, a partner,
a child, a dear friend or whoever, this gift resides in your own heart and is always available,
both to you and to others as well. And if you have been even more fortunate and have
experienced non-dual love yourself, then shout it out and let the world know that such a thing
is possible! Something as profound and life changing as this should not be kept a secret.
A word to the wise: when you open yourself fully to love, it doesn't just rain, it pours. Better get
yourself an umbrella. And if you want to find out what non-dual love is all about, stop looking for
"the One" or asking yourself if your partner fits the bill. Start by asking yourself the right question:
"Am I opening myself, fully and completely, to love? Am I allowing myself the experience of...
One Love?" When you do this, your present relationship just might improve dramatically.
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Much can be said about non-dual love, but as the saying goes, "Nothing can be said that can do
more for enlightenment than what a finger pointing at the moon can do for seeing the moon".
Non-dual love is something that needs to be experienced personally and directly. If you have
experienced this yourself, you may not be able to describe this, but you will not be able to forget
this either. Getting a glimpse into divinity is not something one easily forgets.

And if you have not experienced non-dual love, then maybe you will - if you open the gift of love
and fully unpack its contents whenever this shows up in your life. When love gifts itself to you,
you may decide not to open the present, which of course is your free will as a human being.
However, the parcel cannot be marked "return to sender" because you don't know where it
came from or who the sender is. And that is not, as already mentioned, the person you are
involved with or who you may be interested in. You are also free to say "No" to the person who
delivers the package. But realize before doing so that you have already said "Yes" at some level
of your being, to receiving love into your life - otherwise you would never have received this gift.
No discussion of something as serious as non-duality and matters of the heart should end on
a serious note, however. So just what is the reason that frogs sit on lily pads? Well, they would
look really silly standing on them, right? Kind of like the way we would look, standing in non-dual
space: xxx
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